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Author’s response to reviews:

COVER LETTER
The following changes were made on the manuscript on the request of the editor.
LIST OF CORRECTIONS
ABSTRACT:
REQUEST: To omit the chi-squared statistics and the removal of large numbers
RESPONSE: All have been omitted and large numbers deleted

METHODS:
REQUEST: “Omit output was illustrated with tables and figures”
RESPONSE: Done

RESULTS:
REQUEST: Omit chi-square statistics, spell out SEC on first mention, correct typo
RESPONSE: Chi-square and numbers omitted except for the death proportions. Typographic error corrected. SEC spelt out in page 5 line 10, at point of first mention

DISCUSSION:
REQUEST: Replace review where it is used to refer to study. “Tupasi” should head a new paragraph
RESPONSE: The word review has been removed from pertinent areas. “Tupasi" begins another paragraph in page 9 line 19.